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Abstract
The performance bottleneck of physics based animation is often the collision detection. It is well-known by prac-
titioners that the collision detection may consume 80-90% of the simulation time. In this work we will introduce a
novel approach for collision detection using bounding volume hierarchies. Instead of the traditional stack, a binary
stack is used, containing information about which of the two bounding volumehierarchies has been descended.
Our new algorithm and data structure can be used on GPUs and on hardware platforms, where memory is sparse.
As proof-of-concept we demonstrate a GPU implementation for a multibody dynamics simulation, showing an
overall speedup of a factor of 4-5.

Categories and Subject Descriptors(according to ACM CCS): I.3.1 [Computer Graphics]: Graphics processors I.3.1
[Computer Graphics]: Parallel processing I.3.5 [Computer Graphics]: Physically based modeling I.3.6 [Computer
Graphics]: Graphics data structures and data types

1. The Performance Bottleneck

The area of collision detection for physics based animation is
a well researched area. Two good introductions are [Eri05]
and [vdB03], which both have a broad, in-depth introduc-
tion to the area. One specific way of doing collision de-
tection between two objects is using bounding volume hi-
erarchies [Eri05], in which the objects are subdivided into
smaller and smaller sub-objects in a tree-like fashion until
reaching single geometries.

In this work we will try to approach the performance bot-
tleneck by tailoring the internal workings of the traditional
collision detection query, the tandem traversal, for bounding
volume hierarchies. This leads to the invention of the binary
stack tandem traversal. For collision queries on hierarchies,
many similar computations are done on each pair of possibly
colliding objects, and these computations could just as well
be done in parallel. Furthermore, we will develop a new data
structure that makes it possible to implement the binary stack
traversal on programmable graphics hardware in an efficient
way.

Havok showed with their Havok Fx [Hav08] that a large part

of a physics engine could be implemented on GPU. Until
then, most attempts to do collision detection on the GPU
were done in image-space [GRLM03, KP03], and is there-
fore only as accurate as the precision of the image-space.
Others have done not only collision detection but complete
physics simulations on the GPU using shaders [Har07].

Modern GPUs from Nvidia and ATI are highly parallel
processors. This is due to the fact that a lot of the work
done in the graphics pipeline, are the same tasks on dif-
ferent data. Recently graphics hardware have become pro-
grammable and development of general purpose computa-
tions on them, i.e. non-graphics computations, have begun
to occur. In order to do general purpose computations on
the GPU, programmers have been forced to wrap their com-
putations into the domain of the graphics hardware. As an
example masses and velocities of a particle system could be
stored into a 2D texture. Vertex coordinate, normal and color
registers are used to transfer data between the vertex and
fragment programs. Output registers in fragment programs
are used to store information, like forces/accelerations, back
into textures. However, only one result can be computed per
fragment. This way of programming is creatively challeng-
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(a) frame 100 (b) frame 200

(c) frame 300 (d) frame 400

Figure 1: Example of our GPU based bounding volume hi-
erarchy collision detection algorithm used in a simulation of
512 cows falling under gravity onto a support plane.

ing, because one has to think about ones problem in terms of
colors and textures.

In 2006 Nvidia introduced Compute Unified Device Archi-
tecture (CUDA) [CUD08]. CUDA allows programmers to
use the GPU as an extra processor, and do development in
the high-level language C. Thus CUDA have made it easy
to use the GPU for offloading highly parallel computations
from the CPU. Programmers are no longer required to make
a creative mapping between their problem and textures, and
colors. In the area of collision detection an implementation
of broad-phase collision detection have been done [Gra07].
Programmers using CUDA get the possibility to do scat-
ter operations. This is in contrast to older shader programs,
which only allow gather operations. In a way CUDA offers a
clean break away from the classical/traditional way of GPU
programming by writing shaders. However, a bundle of new
problems emerge, e.g. the programmer has to control each
processor and the memory being used. ATI has a technology
similar to CUDA, called Close To Metal (CTM), which uses
a more low level programming language. In this paper we
focus on Nvidia hardware due to the possibility to develop
in C.

One problem with the modern Nvidia GPUs is that they do
not have a cache for all their memory. Requesting data from
the memory therefore becomes expensive. There are some
forms of cache; The texture cache which caches nearby pix-
els when accessing the texture memory, and the constant
cache which is a small cache for the constant memory. An-
other problem is, that they have a limited amount of registers
available for doing the computations on the GPU. A general
stack-based or queue-based algorithm for doing bounding
volume hierarchy collision detection may therefore become

slow since the stack or queue would have to be stored in the
memory. The novel algorithm introduced in this paper can
be used on GPUs and on hardware platforms where mem-
ory is sparse. The advantage is that the binary stack can be
maintained in an integer-type unlike the stack-based algo-
rithm which have to maintain a stack of nodes or indexes.

We introduce our new approach in Section2 and develop the
ancestor data structure in Section3. Hereafter in Section4
we explain a few hardware details and following this in Sec-
tion 5 we compare GPU and CPU performance. Finally we
conclude in Section6 with suggestions for future work.

2. Using a Binary Encoding

The traditional stack-based tandem traversal can be de-
scribed as follows. Initially the root bounding volumes of
two bounding volume hierarchies are pushed onto the stack.
While the stack is non-empty one pops off an element then
test the bounding volume nodes stored in the element for
overlap. If the volumes overlap one will descend down one
of the bounding volume hierarchies by pushing more ele-
ments onto the stack. The elements are generated by replac-
ing the descended node with its children. If the two overlap-
ping volumes are leafs then further processing is needed to
determine contact points. The traditional stack-based traver-
sal is illustrated in Figure2.

We will perform a tandem traversal between two bounding
volume hierarchies which we without loss of generality label
A andB. Next we will introduce a binary encoding of the de-
scent path in the bounding volume test tree (BVTT) [Got00].
We will define the descent path as the path from the root to
the current node in the BVTT. We will use a stack to en-
code information about how we have descended through the
bounding volume hierarchies on the descent path. Thus the
descent stack will contain the labelsA or B. Where labelA
indicates a descent in bounding volume hierarchyA and vice
versa.

As an example imagine that the current node of the BVTT
contains the bounding volume nodesa andb. Let us assume
that the volumes ofa andb are overlapping and further that
neithera nor b are leaf nodes. At this point in the tandem
traversal algorithm a descent rule will be applied. Without
loss of generality let us simply assume that the descent rule
choose to descend to the children ofa. In this case the label
A will be pushed onto the descent stack. If a descent to the
children ofB was chosen then the labelB would have been
pushed onto the descent stack.

Next we will introduce a strict ordering of the children in
a bounding volume hierarchy. One child is simply the left-
most child and it will have right siblings and one of the sib-
lings would be the right-most child. When we perform a de-
scent using a stack-based traversal we choose to push the
elements of the descended children onto the stack from the
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algorithm stack-traversal( hierarchy A and B )

Stack S
a = root(A)

b = root(B)

push (a,b) onto S
while Snot empty do

(a,b) = top(S),pop(S)

if not overlap(a,b) then

continue

end if

if a and b leafs then

find contacts

continue

end if

if descend A then

for each child c of a do

push (c,b) onto S
next c

else

for each child c of b do
push (a,c) onto S

next c
end if

end while

end algorithm

Figure 2: Pseudo code illustrating the traditional stack-
based traversal.

right-most child to the left-most child. Thus when we per-
form the traversal we will visit the children in the order from
left to right.

Now assume that we have a node in the BVTT with the
bounding volume nodesa andb and let us assume without
loss of generality that the top element on the descent stack
holds the labelA. Further we will assume that no descent is
possible either becausea andb are non-overlapping or be-
cause both are leafs or because we have already visited all
the children of botha andb. Now one of the following two
possibilities may occur:

• If a is not the right-most child of its parent then we know
that the next node to visit in the BVTT would be the one
containing the nodeb and the right sibling ofa. This node
in the BVTT would have the same descent path as the
node containinga andb.

• If a is the right-most child then we must ascend in the
BVTT. However, since the top element on the descent
stack isA then we know that the parent node in the BVTT
must be the one containing the nodeb and the parent
bounding volume node ofa. Thus we pop the top-element
on the descent stack and repeat the analysis recursively on
this parent node in the BVTT.

The above would also be true if the top element on the de-
scent stack wasB, onlya andb would be switched. Our three
possible cases for moving around in a BVTT are illustrated
conceptually in Figure3.

root

a,b

ac,b

(a) Descent

root

ap,b

a,b as,b

(b) Non right-most child Ascent

root

ap,bp

a,bp

a,b

as,bp

(c) Right-most child Ascent

root

ag,b

ap,b

a,b
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(d) Right-most child Ascent

Figure 3: Illustrations of the operations on a BVTT. Notice
that (c) and (d) are the same case. However, in (d) we have
descended twice in A whereas (c) shows the case of mixed
descents. Subscripts u, p, g, s and c denotes uncle, parent,
grand-parent, sibling and child relations. Dashed lines rep-
resent the next node to be visited and solid the parts of the
BVTT that has already been processed. Triangle shapes cor-
respond to arbitrary subtrees possible empty ones. The de-
scent choices were made arbitrary for illustration purposes.

We have now outlined the main ideas of our approach. We
keep a descent stack and we visit children in a strict left-to-
right order. Together these two choices allow us to determine
the next node to visit in the BVTT without actually having to
store the BVTT or any other information, except the descent
path. Figure4 illustrates the approach.

It should be noted that the traditional stack-based traver-
sal would correspond to storing the live nodes of a depth-
first traversal in the BVTT starting at the root [CLR94].
The maximum length of the depth-first traversal graph can
never exceed the maximum height ofA andB, and the maxi-
mum number of live nodes for each step along the maximum
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algorithm next( node: a,b , descent stack: S)
if top(S) is A then
if a is right-most then

pop(S)
return next(parent(a),b,S)

else
return (sibling(a),b)

end if
else
if b is right-most then

pop(S)

return next(a,parent(b),S)
else

return (a,sibling(b))

end if
end if

end algorithm

Figure 4: Pseudo code illustrating how the descent stack
can be used to find the next bounding volume node pair in
the BVTT that should be visited when ascending in a stack-
based traversal.

length path can never exceed the maximum cardinality of the
hierarchies minus 1 [CLR94]. Thus an upper bound on the
storage needed by the traditional stack-based traversal is,

k(c−1)max(height(A),height(B)) , (1)

wherec is the maximum cardinality of the bounding volume
hierarchies andk is the size needed for keeping two bound-
ing volume node references in a stack element. In contrast
using the descent stack the upper bound is

k+ l (height(A)+height(B)) , (2)

where l is the memory size of the labels. Observe that a
single bit is sufficient for a label. Thus the descent stack is
simply a binary stack. Thus the storage needed scales in the
same manner for both data structures but the constants of
the binary stack greatly outperforms those of the traditional
stack-based approach.

3. Efficient Realization of the Binary Stack Traversal

Clearly the recursive/iterative nature of the algorithm shown
in Figure4 and outlined in the previous section is unwanted
in a practical implementation on a GPU. The reason being
that the algorithm would visit all the ascended nodes and
thus read them from memory. An operation that is costly to
perform and should be avoided or minimized. Our goal is
to design a layout of a bounding volume hierarchy that with
some clever information stored in the nodes would allow for
a direct jump to any next node in the tandem traversal.

Firstly we will store the nodes of a bounding volume hier-
archy in an array. Each node will then have an index cor-
responding to the array entry where the node is stored. The
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Figure 5: A post-order traversal is used to assign nodal in-
dexes to the bounding volume nodes of the bounding volume
hierarchy.
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Figure 6: Hierarchy with escape indexes: Each node has an
escape index shown as a blue arched arrow - always point-
ing from left to right. If the node is a left child its escape
index points to its right sibling. If the node is a right child
the escape index points to the same node as its parent. All
the nodes at the right side of the tree points to an imaginary
node, which symbolizes the end of the tree.

nodes of the bounding volume hierarchy are stored in such
a way that their indexes correspond to a post-order traver-
sal. This is illustrated in Figure5. Each node will also con-
tain the index of its left-most child if one exist. Further each
node will store an escape index [TS05]. Figure6 illustrates
the escape indexes. If a node is not a right-most node then
the escape index “points” to the next sibling of the node. If
the node is a right-most child then the escape index points
to the same node as the escape index of the parent. The root
is defined to be a left child and further an imaginary node is
used to symbolize the end of the hierarchy.

Lastly we will introduce an ancestor counter which count
how many direct “right-most child” ancestors a node has in-
cluding the node itself. Observe that a zero valued ancestor
counter indicates a non right-most child whereas a non-zero
valued counter would indicate a right-most child. Ancestor
counters are illustrated in Figure7.
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Figure 7: Ancestor counters indicating the number of
“right-most” ancestors in direct descent line. Observe the
relationship between the counter value of a right-most node
and its parent. The parent counter value is one less the
counter value of the right-most child.

Notice that for the traditional stack-based traversal only a
left-most child index and the number of children per node
are needed [Got00]. Thus only one index and one counter per
node compared to our two indexes and one counter per node.
Using the post-ordering of the node indexes, the escape in-
dexes and the ancestor counters we will now show how the
binary stack traversal can be implemented efficiently.

The left-most child index can be used when performing a de-
scent. For the ascent in case of a non right-most child from
the descended hierarchy the escape indexes can be used to
simply find the next sibling. In the case of a right-most child
of the descended hierarchy the binary stack will need to as-
cend in the BVTT, until a non right-most child node of a
descended hierarchy is encountered. The ancestor counters
keep the maximum number of ascents that one may have to
perform. When one knows the number of right-most ascents
that must be performed in each bounding volume hierarchy,
the index of the non right-most ancestor is simply the current
index minus the number of right-most ascents.

When computing the number of ascents there is no need to
visit the ascended nodes. Only information about the ances-
tor counters is needed as shown in Figure8.

Once the ascended node in the BVTT has been located, the
next node to visit is simply found by performing a descent.
As an example say we where given the BVTT node contain-
ing the bounding volume nodesa andb. Assume thata is a
right-most child and that the top of the descent stack isA.
Then we compute the number of ascents,aasc, to be done
in A and similar the number of ascents,basc, in B. Thus the
BVTT node corresponding to the ascend would contain the
bounding volume nodes,

a′ = a−aasc, (3)

b′ = b−basc. (4)

algorithm find-ascent( counter: acnt,bcnt,
descent stack: S)

aasc= 0
basc= 0
while true do
if top(S) is A then

if acnt > 0 then
pop(S)
acnt = acnt−1
aasc= aasc+1

else
return (aasc,basc)

end if
else

if bcnt > 0 then
pop(S)
bcnt = bcnt−1
basc= basc+1

else
return (aasc,basc)

end if
end if

end while
end algorithm

Figure 8: Pseudo code illustrating how to compute the num-
ber of ascents in the BVTT until a non right-most child of the
descended hierarchy is reached.

At this location the top of the descent stack may beB. In this
case we should updateb′ to its sibling. That is

b′′ = escape(b′) (5)

However,b′ is a direct right-most child ancestor ofb. This
means that the escape index ofb is the same as that ofb′.
This implies that we in the first place can find the next node
to visit in the BVTT simply by computing,

a′ = a−aasc, (6)

b′′ = escape(b). (7)

This completes the implementation details of our binary
stack traversal algorithm. Figure9 summarizes the algorithm
in pseudo code.

4. Technicalities of the GPU

The GPU implementation of the binary stack traversal is
meant as a proof of concept. Optimizing code is cumber-
some work using CUDA, since there are many ways to tweak
performance and many tweaks have some kind of impact on
other parts of the overall performance. The code has there-
fore not been tweaked to perform optimally.

Since the algorithm is meant for multibody collision detec-
tion, it seems like a natural choice to let one thread handle
a single collision detection between two hierarchies. On one
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algorithm binary-stack( hierarchy A and B)
descent stack S
a = root(A)
b = root(B)
aend= escape(a)
bend= escape(b)

while a 6= aendand b 6= benddo
if overlap(a,b) then

if leafs(a,b) then
find contacts

else
if descend A then

a = left-most-child(a)

push A onto S
else

b = left-most-child(b)

push B onto S
end if

end if
continue

end if
acnt = ancestor-counter(a)
bcnt = ancestor-counter(b)
(aasc,basc) = find-ascent(acnt,bcnt,S)

if top(S) is A then
a = escape(a)
b = b−basc

else
a = a−aasc

b = escape(b)
end if

end while
end algorithm

Figure 9: Pseudo code illustrating how the binary stack
traversal can be efficiently implemented using escape-
indexes and ancestor counters.

hand this means that there is no need for threads to commu-
nicate since there is no information for them to exchange.
On the other hand it means, that if one thread in a group of
threads takes, e.g. 700 iterations of the outer while-loop of
the algorithm, and all the other takes a single iteration, then
all the fast threads will have to wait for the slowest thread.
This is because the multiprocessor runs SIMD. This is ex-
pected to have an impact on performance, but in order to
keep the code simple, we have chosen not to try to optimize
in this area.

The GeForce 8 is a 32-bit processor. This means that it is
only possible to use integer types of 32 bits. Shift operations
are available on the integer types and it is therefore possible
to use the integer as a stack as long as the size of the stack
does not extend 32 elements. In order for us to handle trees
with larger depth than 16 it has therefore been necessary to
encode the binary stack in two integers.

This is done by “coupling” two integers together,int-1 and

int-2. int-1 is the top-part of the stack - where elements are
pushed to and popped from, andint-2 is the bottom-part of
the stack. Whenever elements are added to the stack, all ele-
ments will be shifted one position to the left, and the new el-
ement will be added to the top. At the same time, the bottom-
element ofint-1 will be shifted out ofint-1 and into the top of
int-2. Similarly, when elements are removed from the stack,
all elements inint-1 and int-2 will be shifted one position
to the right, and the top element ofint-2 will be shifted out
and placed at the bottom ofint-1. This works like a stack of
64 binary elements. It is of course possible to add as many
integers to this as necessary and thereby get a stack capable
of containing even more elements.

5. Comparison of GPU and CPU

We will test binary stack traversal on both the GPU and CPU.
In both cases we used oriented bounding boxes as our bound-
ing volumes. The only difference between the two imple-
mentations is that the GPU version has to convert and move
data back and forth between the GPU and CPU. Both imple-
mentations are used in the same simulator. The simulator is
a constraint based simulator using a velocity-based comple-
mentarity formulation and a projected Gauss-Seidel solver.
The test-setup consists of 512 identical cow-objects, placed
in a 3D grid of 8×8×8 cows, falling to the ground. This is
shown in Figure1. The simulation will run for 400 iterations.

The computer used in the tests has an AMD Athlon 64 X2
Dual Core Processor 6000+ and a Nvidia 8800 GTX graphic
cards. It should be noted, that even though the processor is
a dual core processor, the CPU version only utilizes a single
core.

For both implementations, the time to do the collision detec-
tion is measured. The measured time for the collision detec-
tion is only for finding pairs of possibly overlapping trian-
gles. Finding the contact points is not a specific part of the
algorithm. Therefore, we will separately measure the time
for finding contact points on the CPU. Furthermore, for the
GPU implementation we will measure the timings of moving
data back from GPU to CPU.

The results from running the test have been collected in Ta-
ble 1. The first three columns contains information about
number of collisions in the iteration. The first column,Col-
lision broad, is the number of object pairs returned from the
broad-phase collision detection. The second column ,Colli-
sion narrow, is the number of actually colliding object pairs
found by the respective implementation. The third column,
Faces, is the number of colliding triangle-pairs found.

The next three columns are the running time for different
parts of the simulation. The columnSimulation timeshows
the total time for the given iteration of the simulation. The
columnContact time, is the time spend on finding the con-
tact points for all the colliding pairs of triangles. The column
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Iteration Collision Broad (#) Collision Narrow (#) Faces (#) Simulation Time Contact Time Collision Time Copy Time Kernel Time
0 GPU 898 16 1553 0.443592 0.038193 0.34531 0.287509 0.007717

CPU 898 16 1553 0.108573 0.0395482 0.00970697
25 GPU 962 16 1553 0.240639 0.0372081 0.147743 0.125412 0.007757

CPU 962 16 1553 0.098896 0.036999 0.00817013
50 GPU 1262 143 14640 1.03642 0.338279 0.151617 0.125513 0.011885

CPU 1262 143 14640 0.93169 0.339745 0.0374939
75 GPU 1682 370 85947 4.2722 1.8967 0.175474 0.125517 0.035286

CPU 1682 370 85947 4.39381 1.95922 0.213312
100 GPU 2280 564 225790 10.5195 5.24312 0.2333 0.125672 0.092615

CPU 2280 564 225791 10.9348 5.21627 0.546775
125 GPU 2692 596 264797 12.0953 6.0847 0.241813 0.126338 0.099853

CPU 2692 596 264796 12.5891 6.05291 0.667852
150 GPU 3221 613 292333 13.3624 6.73863 0.253617 0.125319 0.112923

CPU 3221 613 292334 14.0766 6.77573 0.754126
175 GPU 3815 673 331417 15.1764 7.65877 0.280582 0.125635 0.139403

CPU 3815 673 331417 16.0023 7.69042 0.860717
200 GPU 4435 715 354258 16.8817 8.49936 0.32819 0.126172 0.185317

CPU 4435 715 354258 17.2423 8.30944 0.931657
225 GPU 4935 791 365284 17.6222 8.67945 0.34244 0.126142 0.199749

CPU 4935 791 365285 18.1494 8.60103 0.973202
250 GPU 5203 832 373443 18.0797 8.97831 0.355479 0.126121 0.212307

CPU 5214 836 377928 18.697 8.90593 1.01363
275 GPU 5326 863 366451 17.5647 8.56606 0.3501 0.125342 0.208295

CPU 5320 855 358647 18.4527 8.44817 0.980435
300 GPU 5340 871 358821 17.6076 8.37726 0.383432 0.125391 0.241465

CPU 5268 849 340863 18.1509 8.01783 0.94323
325 GPU 5251 858 342914 17.6063 8.08893 0.372472 0.125365 0.230422

CPU 5328 877 345368 18.6272 8.17242 0.969737
350 GPU 4925 822 304735 17.1738 7.27316 0.339222 0.125835 0.197117

CPU 5034 833 312912 17.9603 7.34264 0.88289
375 GPU 4898 817 290486 16.77 6.77864 0.345539 0.125791 0.203459

CPU 4682 781 295889 17.6445 6.91363 0.835755
400 GPU 4299 713 269466 16.7171 6.41812 0.334879 0.125409 0.193575

CPU 4524 768 285958 17.7107 6.70679 0.808851

Table 1: The CPU and GPU running time of the binary stack implementation is shown for 400 iterations of the test simulation.
Observe that GPU outperforms CPU by a speed-up factor of 4-5. Notice the impact of copying back results from GPU to CPU.
All times are in seconds.

Collision timeis the actual time spent on the traversal algo-
rithm. For the GPU version of the binary stack, theCollision
time includes moving data to and from the GPU.

The last two columns are only for the GPU version of the
binary stack. The columncopy result data timeexpress how
much time is spent copying the result data, i.e. the triangle
pairs, back to the CPU. The columnKernel timeis the actual
amount of time spent running the binary stack traversal on
the GPU.

It should be noted that the different implementations divert
in the number of collisions found. The GPU version uses
single precision floating points. The CPU version also uses
single precision floating points, but on a 64-bit processor. It
is suspected that the divergence is caused by the differences
in floating point representations. The GPU implementation
is more than twice as fast as the CPU implementation after
100 iterations. see Figure10.

The GPU implementation must move the results back from
the GPU to the CPU in order to use the data in the simu-
lator. The implementation of moving the results back to the
CPU is very inefficient. For each hierarchy object-pair on
the GPU a memory area is reserved to contain the results.
In the implementation this memory area can contain 4095
result triangle-pairs per object-pair, and all of this memory
is copied back to the CPU for each object-pair. Therefore,

(4095+ 1) ∗ numberO f Ob jectPairsare copied back to the
CPU (4095+1 is because the number of found triangle-pairs
is also copied), even if no overlap is found between two ob-
jects in an object-pair. Therefore, optimization in this area
would be beneficial.

If we examine the actual time spent on doing the binary stack
traversal on the GPU, we can see that it runs faster than on
the CPU. Although the speedup on the GPU is only about
a factor 4-5, it is still very promising. As previously men-
tioned, the GPU implementation is only a proof of concept
- it is not optimized. Beyond that, each thread on the GPU
handles a single object-pair collision query. If one thread in
a group of threads has to run a large number of iterations,
and the other threads do not, all the fast threads will have to
wait for the slower thread. A lot of clock-cycles are wasted
while waiting and there is a lot of potential in letting threads
that are finished, help threads that are still working.

6. Conclusion

A novel algorithm for doing multibody bounding volume hi-
erarchy collision detection on graphics hardware has been
presented, implemented, and tested. The algorithm works in
the same way as a traditional stack-based traversal. Whereas
the stack-based traversal needs to maintain a stack con-
taining all the elements yet to be examined, the binary
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Figure 10: The accumulated running time for the 400 it-
erations of the simulation. The top (red) line indicates the
binary stack on the CPU. The middle (green) line indicates
the total time for the GPU including moving data back and
forth. The bottom (blue) line indicates the time for the GPU
without moving the results data back to the CPU, but includ-
ing moving data to the GPU.

stack traversal only needs to encode the descent order down
through the bounding volume test tree. The descent order
can be encoded as binary information, and as such it needs
only a very small amount of memory for the binary stack.

The results show that there is a lot of potential in moving the
collision detection to the GPU. The binary stack traversal on
the GPU has room for improvement both internally in the
implementation, and in the layer where data is copied back
and forth between the CPU and the GPU.

Currently each thread on the GPU handles a single object-
pair collision query. As it is very possible that some threads
complete their work faster than others, they will stay idle un-
til the slowest thread has completed. Distributing the work-
load between the threads could be a way to speed up the
overall GPU performance. For instance by creating a pool of
work that idle threads could get work from. This would make
it necessary for the threads to communicate. This is possible
since the GeForce 8 architecture has synchronization calls to
enable some inter-thread communications.

Another way to optimize running time, would be to avoid
copying the result data back to the CPU after completion.
The next natural step would be to find contact points on the
GPU. This is a highly parallel task, since each triangle-pair
can be handled separately.
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